We always look forward to welcoming Bishops to SACS. Games are
competitive, played in good spirit and both teams will want to score good
goals.
Last Friday it was a fantastic atmosphere. Both sets of supporters let by
musical spirit committees that not even the wet weather could dampen.
Enjoy the match reports for the games
Results v Bishops: P11; W7; D3; L1; GD+18

We look forward to welcoming Paul Roos Gymnasium this Friday and
Saturday to the Brewery astro for the SACS Winter derby and to the
support you will give us.

GAME CHANGER CUP
The winner of the Game Changer Cup for game week 5/6 May
is James Fourie (U16C) for his hatrick of goals against Bishops.
Well played James!

GAMEWEEK 2: 5/6 MAY 2022
U19A v Bishops
The SACS vs Bishops 1st team match was a rematch after the two
teams played each other the week before at the Hibbert Shield final
where SACS were victorious. The match started with both teams putting
pressure on each trying to force errors. An early PC in the match (won
by Liam Haupt) led to a goalmouth scramble that Mike Cowen pushed
into the goal, putting SACS 1 - 0 up. Bishops applied pressure on SACS
for the rest of the chukka which led to SACS conceding a PC right at the
end, which Bishops scored from to level the match 1-1. The pace of the
match settled down in the 2nd chukka but both teams struggled to hold
onto the ball. A circle entry and baseline run by Dean Carrick saw him
slip a ball to Rowan Davis who expertly finished with a backhand flick
high into the Bishops net. The closely fought half ended with SACS 2-1
up. The 3rd chukka was a stalemate with both teams probing without
success. SACS had to deal with some towering overheads and the
spectacular crowd turnout turned up the noise as the game progressed.
In the 4th chukka, SACS tried to close the game out but a late PC to
Bishops after a defensive error by SACS saw Bishops equalise with an
impressive drag-flick that Rogan Stirk couldn’t deal with. The match
ended 2-2 which was arguably a fitting result for the fixture.

U19B v Bishops
The team were up for a massive challenge versus Bishops on a cold and
rainy Friday night under lights! Once again, the team had to be fully
focused and switched on in order overcome their close rivals. In the
team talk, we spoke about focusing on our controllables (Life +
Response = Outcome), where our response to whatever the match
threw at us was of massive importance. An expected high-quality game
started that way and after an intense opening to the game, Bishops
scored first and took the lead. A response was needed and an equaliser
came from vice-captain, and defensive stalwart, Wayne Mandabva
through a brilliant drag flick into the bottom left corner.

This goal certainly ignited a fire inside the team and they took an
eventual 3-1 lead, through Shuaib Sulaiman leading from the front. The
next goal was going to be crucial for both teams and Bishops hit back to
make the game 3-2. The team were under immense pressure but
consolidated and had to give their all to break the game open and claw
back a two-goal lead once again making it 4-2. The confidence this
brought was clear as daylight and they gave an extra gear to end the
game on a high and finish it with an emphatic 6-2 score-line victory.
Special mention must go to Abdul-Sataar Allie on his two goals, as well
as Luke Vos, Saul Alperstein (on debut) and Jadon Petersen who all got
on the score sheet. The game was played an exceptionally high level
and was brilliant schoolboy hockey viewing.

U19C v Bishops
This much-anticipated fixture lived up to our expectations. Playing
Bishops is often a very competitive and close game with teams evenly
matched.
We conceded one goal in the first half due to us not playing according to
our game plan. Our defence was not troughing the ball when taking our
sixteens. The links were losing possession in the midfield and as a
result, our forwards were not getting the ball. We seemed to be rushing
our game and failed to create space and opportunity.

During the half-time team talk, several of the players were voicing their
opinion on what the team was doing wrong. Coach Zenani Kraai, SA
U21 player, made a simple but profound statement: “Let me do the
talking and you do the playing.”
The team responded to the team talk and returned to the pitch far more
determined and motivated. We started running into spaces, making
solid passes and keeping possession of the ball. This enable our
forwards to enter the D on numerous occasions and eventually Connor
Marrow scored the equalizer after some excellent passes among several
of our players. Five minutes later Marrow scored again to put us 2-1
ahead.
Unfortunately, with 8 minutes remaining, we lost some momentum and
the games started to become scrappy. I think that the umpires should
have taken better control of the game at this point as there were some
deliberate fouls. Nevertheless, we lost composure for a while, allowing
Bishops to score the equalizer. The final moments of the game were
exciting with us entering their D a couple of times.
Well done to the team for giving 100% and treating the spectators to an
entertaining game of hockey.

U19D v Bishops
Derby day against the old foe Bishops. The boys were motivated for the
game and ready to play some good hockey after the warm-up. As usual
we started with most of the possession, however struggling to make that
final pass to allow us an opportunity on goal. We conceded a short
corner from a break away attack seeing Bishops capitalize on this with a
soft goal which the boys were disappointed with. The boys kept their
heads up and showed good fight to get a goal through Riley Springhall
who showed good composure in the D to get one back. The second half
saw us with multiple short corner opportunities but mistraps at the top of
the circle made it difficult for us to convert. The game ended with an
exciting last five minutes with the SACS boys fighting to the end pushing
for the winning goal. We had some promising attacks but unfortunately
were unable to find the goal. Special mention to Enrique de Gouevia
who had a great game at the back with some brilliant tackles and runs
which almost saw us walk away with a win.

U19E v Brackenfell A
Unfortunately, the game was cancelled due to lack of available players.
We look forward to getting out all of our players this weekend v PRG.

U16A v Bishops
Last Friday, the SACS u16A side took on local rivals Bishops in a fierce,
albeit one-sided encounter. The rain pelted down for the majority of the
game, which resulted in a wonderfully fast playing surface. The boys
took full advantage of this and moved the ball with great speed and skill.
We enjoyed a large amount of the possession – amassing 48 circle
entries compared to the Bishops 5. Unfortunately, we weren’t clinical
enough in the wet conditions and have to set much higher finishing and
goal scoring standards as we move forward with our season. Due to our
lackluster finishing, we were only able to convert those 48 circle entries
into 3 goals.
Bishops on the other hand relied on playing counter-attacking hockey
and managed to bag a great goal against the run of play, late in the
game. This serves as a great reminder to the team that the game is not
over until the final whistle goes!
Congratulations to those 16A players that made WP representative
teams and to those that did not – go out there and show everyone how
great you are!
We eagerly await the always impressive Paul Roos u16A side, as we
prepare to face them this coming Friday.

U16B v Bishops
We started the game off well, composed and patient in our press and
quick on the counter-attack once we turned over possession. We
created some early chances, but failed to execute the finishing touches
needed to convert them into goals. The Bishops attack started gaining
momentum, pressing our defenders hard on the outlet and picking up
any loose balls they could. A few more chances were created on both
ends of the field, but lacked the potency to break the deadlock, seeing
us go into the halftime break 0-0.
Our first goal came off some good pressing by our forward trio and
subsequently turning over possession which saw Nic Oscroft convert the
lapse in concentration of our opposition to go 1-0 up. Moments later,
Matthew Jones found a gap in their defence and took on the last line of

defence and calmly put the ball passed the goalkeeper to double our
goal tally. He later added to his goal tally by tapping in the rebound ball
off the keeper’s pads to make it 3-0 with 10 minutes to spare. We
continued to strangle Bishops’ outlet channels and limited Jonothan
Mitchell’s(GK) touches of the ball to 3. Through some brilliant build-up
play from our defensive half, we managed to play the ball into the
opposition’s circle one last time which saw Regan Willie getting the cutback pass in the 9-yard area to finish off our bitter rivals 4-0 on a cold
and wet Friday afternoon on the Brewery Astro.
A good show of excellent team-work.

U16C v Bishops
On a very cold afternoon in the rain, the boys showcased their skills
against our old rival Bishops. It seems to be a trend in schoolboy hockey
that when playing in rain, boys struggle to stick to their structure and this
usually ends in a very scrappy game of hockey. This was evident in the
first half as we created early opportunities but failed to execute the
finishing touches needed to convert them into goals. This seems to be a
common flaw in our gameplay match after match. After a half time chat
about holding structure and composure the boys finally clicked into gear
and began to play the SACS brand of hockey that we have strived
towards throughout the season. We held Bishops for long periods of
pressure, and eventually the first goal was scored by James Fourie.
After this, the boys were fired up with confidence and with constant
pressure being applied on the Bishops defence, James Fourie was able
to score two more goals resulting in a Hat-Trick for him. We ended up
with a 3-0 victory. The results so far this season show the calibre of the
players at SACS and I am eagerly looking forward to going from strength
to strength over the next few weeks with this team.

U16D v Brackenfell U16A
On Saturday, the SACS u16D side took on Brackenfell u16A. After an
intense warm up and long drive out to the astro, the boys were itching to
get proceedings under way.
From the first whistle, our boys came out firing and put immediate
pressure on their defensive unit. Potentially applying to much pressure
up front, we were unfortunate to concede two early goals. However, that
did not shake the lads’ spirits and through a phenomenal piece of
interplay, Hlumelo Siswana put the ball in the back of the net to draw
one back. The half finished up at 2-1 and we were right back in it!
The second half started and again, our go-forward looked fantastic but
we just lacked a bit of confidence out the back. We went 3-1 down
through a lapse in concentration but thanks to Tom Boutall and his
awesome straight poke from our short corner, the score was back at 3-2
with one goal in it.
We ended the game 5-2 down due to hunting to try and find that last
goal to equalise but the boys can hold their heads very high for putting
up such a good performance against an u16A side!

U16E v Westerford U16C
After coming off of a great victory versus Westerford u16D, it was time
for the mighty U16E side to face up to the Westerford U16C side. After
figuring out the opposing team’s defence, we were able to adapt and
work it in our favour. The SACS team were vocal and showed a great
team spirit and together secured a convincing 6-0 win.
Special mention can be given to Carter Heggie for making crucial
passes into the D. Although this required the whole team to get the ball
to him.
A great effort and humility was shown from the SACS U16E side, for
which the team can be commended.

U15A Bishops
On a wet and rainy Friday afternoon, the U15s faced Bishops in what
would be a fiercely competitive away game. We started well, bossing
possession but lacking good goal scoring opportunities. We tried and
toiled, Nicholas Thompson made some good saves on the counter
attack and we went into the half level.
We came out firing in the 2nd half. Their goalkeeper made a fantastic
save off of Brett Van Rooyen’s penalty corner effort. After consistent
pressure applied to their penalty area, we finally achieved the
breakthrough. After a rapturous celebration by Jack Parsons, we lined
up at the halfway line and were ready to go again. We scored a goal
soon after through Tyler Pressly, and ended the game 2-0 up and a
great victory going into this weekend’s fixtures vs Paul Roos.

U14A v Bishops
I love watching these derby fixtures unfold. As I said to the players
before the game, this is the first of at least 10 games they will play
against Bishops over their SACS High hockey careers and they will
create rivalries as well as friends from the opposition as they do so. I
always eagerly anticipate how they will fare in their first match up.
The game, for us however, hadn’t even started when we had 4 of our
team drop out through illness. The rest of the team stepped up to the
mark. A cagey start from both teams but as the game went on Bishops
played the way we anticipated them to do … down the middle. Once we
had got used to playing out and up, we created more 2v1 options.
Mohlodi Moseko broke through the right channel of the pitch to square
the ball for Logan Walsh to put the ball in the back of the goal. 1-0 up at
half time.
The second half was much of the same. The game flowed from end to
end. Bishops created chances which were either well saved by Ethan
October, or well mopped up by the back four of Dean Carstens, Nick
Versfeld, Cameron Groves and Benji Blackburn, who was making his
debut. The last play of the game was a hit through the middle of the
SACS team directly to the Bishops centre forward who was unmarked

on the penalty spot. Luckily for us it was not stopped! Final score 1-0
SACS and hopefully the first of 10 wins for this team against Bishops! ‘m
sorry it is so late.

U14B v Bishops
The first half started frenetically and we were a little disorganised. Many
balls were loose in passing and we failed to keep hold of possession.
This also led us to miss the many chances we did create.
In the second half we tried to keep it simple. However, our basics were
still letting us down and Bishops capitalised on these mistakes. Final
score 1-2.

U14C v Bishops
An early start for the U14C team with the first game up at 8am.
The boys were ready to play and excited as always. The game started
off fast with both teams having some possession. SACS’ speed in the
midfield was the difference. Daniel Louwrens made some great runs with
the ball.
SACS’ first goal came after earning a short corner for their dominance.
The short corner was miss stopped and fell for Marley Koch to have an
uncontested shot at the top of the circle. Marley sweetly struck the ball
into the bottom left corner to a give SACS a 1-0 lead. The lighting fast
speed of SACS kept giving Bishops trouble. A few counter attacks from
Bishops meant Connor Russell, our keeper, needed to make a good few
saves.
With the second half approaching SACS increased the intensity and
were awarded with two unanswered goals. One was from Yassin
Gasaza, a silky finish inside the post after a great build up play. Ntush
Ngqase was superb with a first time slap that went high catching
Bishop’s keeper off guard. 3-0 to SACS at half time!
The second half was a good half but SACS could not capitalise on all the
dominance and short corners. This is something to work on as a team
for the next week.
End score 3-0 to SACS.
Great game for both teams!

U14D v Brackenfell U14A
Our boys came up against a good Brackenfell 14A side that took the
game away from us with one or two good individuals. Our boys
defended very well and kept good discipline in and around the D. The
boys’ skills and match awareness have improved week in and week out
and this is reflected in a much more attractive style of play. Looking
forward to the rest of the season.

We are aware that on a Friday night the only thing that
could make the hockey experience better is … some
food! We all know that the smell of wors cooking will be
more than tempting for spectators and players finishing
their games so I’m looking for a group of dedicated
parents to help set up a committee to help run this
project.
It will require the sharing of responsibilities of cooking /
selling/ ordering. Profits would initially go back to making
the Friday evening a better one, with the aim to install a
mobile food cabin / container down at the astro. All food
sold would be Halaal / Kosher compliant.
If you think you have some expertise that could help, or
even just to put on the apron and turn the wors, then
please do be in touch peverleyj@sacollege.org.za

